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1. Use of the ‘Living Instrument’ Metaphor 

To describe a legal instrument as a living organism is a metaphor that is common in many 

national legal systems, especially in constitutional law.1 In a case concerning the question of 

whether women were ‘qualified persons’ who could serve as members of the Canadian 

Senate, the Privy Council remarked that the constitution of Canada should be viewed as ‘a 

living tree capable of growth and expansion within its natural limits.’2 While recognising that 

women’s exclusion from public office had a long history, the Privy Council asserted that this 

could not justify the practice as it did ‘not think it right to apply rigidly to Canada of to-day 

the decisions and the reasonings therefor which commended themselves, probably rightly, to 

those who had to apply the law in different circumstances, in different centuries to countries 

in different stages of development.’3 In the United States, the perhaps most important battle in 

constitutional scholarship pitches the ‘living constitution’, which can evolve and adapt to 

changes in social conditions through interpretation,4 against the ‘originalist constitution’, 

whose meaning was fixed by its drafters and is immune to changes through judicial 

interpretation.5 Similarly, it has been argued that the German Grundgesetz should be 

understood as a ‘lebende Verfassung’.6 

Given the origin of the ‘living instrument’ metaphor in constitutional law, it is not surprising 

that, in international law, it has been used with regard to, first of all, those treaties that Arnold 

McNair characterised as ‘treaties creating constitutional international law’, particularly 

constituent treaties of international organisations.7 The prime example of a constitutional 
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treaty commonly described as a ‘living instrument’ is the UN Charter, dealt with in Section 2 

of this chapter; another one is the WTO Agreement.8 

However, the ‘living instrument’ metaphor is not confined to treaties constitutive of 

international organisations but has been used with regard to a range of further ‘law-making 

treaties’9 in many areas of international law, such as international environmental law and 

international humanitarian law. Treaties as diverse as the Treaty of Waitangi of 1840,10 the 

Treaty on the Construction and Operation of the Gabčíkovo-Nagymaros Barrage System of 

197711 and the TRIPS Agreement of 199412 have been explicitly described as ‘living 

instruments’. The most important category of ‘law-making treaties’ that are frequently 

characterised as ‘living instruments’ are, however, human rights treaties.13 They are 

considered in detail in Section 3. It will be seen in the course of this analysis that the term 

‘living instrument’ is no longer simply a straightforward metaphor deployed to show that 

treaties might grow but has become, itself, an evolving concept in the law of treaties. While 

the metaphor could be developed to the extent of identifying the ‘signs of life’ that make a 

treaty a ‘living instrument’, the concept of ‘living instrument’ is of greater significance 

because it embodies a legal understanding of a treaty in terms of its characterisation, 

interpretation and evolution. 

Aside from constitutional and law-making treaties, the remaining bulk of treaties, including 

all ‘contractual treaties’, have not typically been described as ‘living instruments’. The 

chapter aims to explore whether the ‘living instrument’ concept could  usefully be applied to 

some of these treaties as well, making it of broad appeal. Section 4 therefore considers arms 

control law, an area of treaty provision that, at first sight, might appear to be the very 

antithesis of the ‘living instrument’ notion. While human rights treaties can be depicted as 

‘living instruments’ in a conceptual sense, in arms control law the metaphor is not even 

deployed. However, the chapter will show that it may be appropriate to also think of arms 

control treaties in terms of the ‘living instrument’ metaphor. 

While it is tempting to draw together all practice across treaties where the ‘living instrument’ 

characterisation has been used, this chapter focuses on treaties within the two areas of human 

rights law and arms control law in order to explore the understandings of ‘living instrument’ 

in greater depth. However, the chapter starts with a brief excursion into what is often viewed 

as the paradigmatic ‘living instrument’—the UN Charter.   
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2. United Nations Charter 

Constituent treaties of international organisations, which establish an organisation and lay 

down rules, are the paradigmatic example of ‘living instruments’. They adapt to changing 

social conditions, not automatically but through the ciphers of purposive interpretation by the 

organs of the organisation. In the case of the United Nations, these consist mainly of states (in 

the Security Council, the General Assembly and the Economic and Social Council) but also of 

individuals (the Secretariat headed by the Secretary-General), including judges (in the 

International Court of Justice). 

Thus the UN Charter, already as originally agreed in 1945 and before it was developed 

further, was a move away from the formalist position of the nineteenth century of the text 

being the sole source of information about the rights and duties of states. The Charter does 

contain statements on rights and duties of member states, for example in Article 2, but it also 

contains statements about the powers and responsibilities of the organs of the United Nations 

(for example in Chapters VI and VII in relation to the Security Council). Indeed, it was clear 

in 1945 that the political organs could add to the rights and duties of states by means of 

resolutions, interpreting wide phrases such as ‘threat to the peace’ (in Article 39) and 

‘measures not involving the use of armed force’ (in Article 41). Thus, the Security Council 

can impose binding obligations on states in relation to matters of peace and security (Article 

25) and the General Assembly in relation to matters of financing (Article 17).  

It is clear that the development of the Charter as a ‘living instrument’ has pushed to the limit 

the rules on interpretation of treaties in Articles 31-33 of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the 

Law of Treaties (VCLT).14 Those provisions supplement the textual approach with context 

(including subsequent agreement and practice) and purposes. In reality what this means is that 

while the text is the starting point, the changing understanding of that text is primarily driven 

by the practice, not of all the member states, but of majorities in political organs, or by 

individuals working for the Secretariat (for instance in interpreting the Charter’s provisions on 

privileges and immunities),15 or by the International Court of Justice (for instance in 

interpreting the Charter to include the capacity to bring claims against states or the power of 

both the General Assembly and the Security Council to create peacekeeping forces).16 

Edvard Hambro (writing as Pollux) recognised this as early as in 1946: 

The Charter, like every written Constitution, will be a living instrument. It will be 

applied daily; and every application of the Charter, every use of an Article, implies an 
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interpretation; on each occasion a decision is involved which may change the existing 

law and start a new constitutional development. A constitutional customary law will 

grow up and the Charter itself will merely form the framework of the Organization 

which will be filled in by the practice of the different organs.17 

Christian Tomuschat supports this depiction by describing the United Nations as an ‘entire 

system which is in constant movement, not unlike a national constitution whose original 

texture will be unavoidably modified by thick layers of political practice and jurisprudence’.18 

Rosalyn Higgins states further that ‘the Charter is an extraordinary instrument, and a huge 

variety of possibilities are possible under it’.19 

Subsequent practice is therefore a significant means of interpreting and developing the 

Charter. Nevertheless, sole reliance on practice as the test for legality is not acceptable,20 

since practice must be accompanied by normative intent and must be constrained by the 

purposes and principles of the Charter, which are broad but not unlimited. As stated by the 

International Court of Justice in the Expenses opinion in 1962, the purposes of the United 

Nations ‘are broad indeed, but neither they nor the powers conferred to effectuate them are 

unlimited’.21 It further held that ‘when the Organization takes action which warrants the 

assertion that it was appropriate for the fulfilment of one of the stated purposes of the United 

Nations, the presumption is that such action is not ultra vires the Organization’.22  

As well as the purposes, the text of the Charter will also provide limitations on its evolution. 

Perhaps the most important explicit limitation derives from Article 2(7) regarding intervention 

in the domestic affairs of states, but even the effect of this limitation has been restricted by a 

dynamic interpretation of what is domestic.23 The amount of practice required to give a text a 

radically different meaning would have to be significant in terms of volume and support, 

amounting to virtual agreement amongst the whole membership.24 Nevertheless, any number 

of examples could be given for this, from the principles contained in Article 2, to the 

understanding of the General Assembly’s powers under Chapter IV (to mandate peacekeeping 

forces, for instance), to those of the Security Council under Chapter VII (to massively expand 

the concept of threat to the peace in Article 39, to create ad hoc criminal tribunals, post-

conflict administrations and legislation on terrorism and weapons of mass destruction under 
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Article 41, to develop a military option that is not based on special agreement under Article 

43 or a Military Staff Committee under Article 47), and to those of the Secretary General 

under Articles 97-99 (where he has long ceased to be simply the Chief Administrative Officer 

of the organisation but has become the embodiment of diplomacy and initiative within the UN 

system).25 

A simple example can be given where an interpretation by practice within the Security 

Council has been accepted by the wider membership and the International Court of Justice, 

and this relates to the understanding of the veto and when it operates under Article 27(3) of 

the Charter. In its Namibia opinion of 1971 the International Court of Justice considered 

South African objections to the validity of the Security Council resolution which requested 

the opinion of the Court on the legality of the continued presence of South Africa in Namibia. 

Two permanent members had abstained on the resolution which, according to South Africa, 

therefore did not comply with the stipulations of Article 27(3) of the Charter that such 

decisions ‘shall be made by an affirmative vote of nine members including the concurring 

votes of the permanent members’. After the Court had examined the proceedings of the 

Security Council, extending over a long period of time, it concluded that the ‘practice of 

voluntary abstention by a permanent member’ did not prevent the adoption of a valid 

resolution, so that only a negative vote by a permanent member constituted a veto preventing 

the adoption of a resolution. Although primarily relying on the practice of the Security 

Council, the Court also noted that there was support for this interpretation among the wider 

membership of the United Nations.26 Although the practice did not produce an understanding 

that was contrary to the textual meaning (in particular the power of veto was not diminished 

by this practice), it did move the text a considerable way from its (admittedly rather 

ambiguous) literal meaning and it also served the purposes of the United Nations by allowing 

its executive organ to take action in a greater number of situations than would have been 

possible had abstentions been treated as vetoes.27  

Furthermore, despite some equivocation by the International Court in the Namibia opinion, 

within the UN system it is not the practice of member states that breathes life into the Charter 

but rather it is the practice of the organs.28 This was recognised in an earlier opinion of the 

International Court of Justice on the practice of dealing with applications for membership in 

the political organs of the United Nations, when it stated that ‘[t]he organs to which Article 4 

entrusts the judgment of the Organization in matters of admission have consistently 

interpreted the text …’.29 However, in an earlier opinion of 1948 on membership the Court 
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had made it absolutely clear that such decisions still had to be exercised within the confines of 

the Charter: 

The political character of an organ cannot release it from the observance of the treaty 

provisions established by the Charter when they constitute limitations on its powers or 

criteria for its judgment.30 

Thus, from an early stage, it was recognised that the Charter was a ‘living’ constitution that 

both allowed for freedom to develop its open-ended provisions but still provided limitations to 

prevent unrestricted growth. The growth has been provided primarily by the political organs 

of the United Nations in developing the broad purposes and powers given to them by the 

Charter, although the International Court of Justice has also made some significant 

contributions. In contrast, in the case of human rights treaties, it has been (quasi-)judicial 

organs created by these treaties that have breathed life into their provisions by interpreting 

them by reference to changing social mores and changing norms of international law.  

 

3. Human Rights Treaties 

A category of ‘law-making treaties’ that have been characterised as ‘living instruments’ from 

early on, are human rights treaties. Judge Álvarez of the International Court of Justice thought 

already in 1951 that the Genocide Convention belongs to a category of ‘multilateral 

conventions of a special character’,31 which ‘must be interpreted without regard to the past, 

and only with regard to the future.’32 According to him, such conventions are distinct from the 

preparatory work which preceded them: they ‘have acquired a life of their own; they can be 

compared to ships which leave the yards in which they have been built, and sail away 

independently, no longer attached to the dockyard.’33 

However, it was the European Court of Human Rights that gave real substance to the notion 

of an evolutive interpretation of human rights treaties and developed the idea that such treaties 

should be understood as ‘living instruments’. The Court characterised the European 

Convention on Human Rights (ECHR)34 as a ‘living instrument’ for the first time in 1978 and 

this notion has now become one of the central features of its approach to the interpretation of 

the Convention.35 Although it took two more decades until the bodies supervising 

implementation of other human rights treaties started to take up the ‘living instrument’ idea, 
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by today the ‘living instrument’ label tends to be attached to the category of human rights 

treaties as a whole. 

 

3.1. ECHR 

The first mention of ‘living instrument’ in Strasbourg’s case law can be found in the judgment 

of Tyrer v. United Kingdom, handed down in 1978.36 Anthony Tyrer was fifteen years old 

when a juvenile court sentenced him to three strokes of the birch in accordance with the 

legislation then in force on the Isle of Man. He was taken to a police station where he had to 

take down his trousers and underpants and bend over a table. He was held by two police 

officers whilst a third executed the punishment.37 The European Court had to decide whether 

such judicially imposed corporal punishment amounted to ‘degrading punishment’ in breach 

of Article 3 ECHR. The Attorney-General for the Isle of Man argued that it did not, ‘since it 

did not outrage public opinion in the Island.’38 The Court rejected this argument, pointing out 

that the reason why the inhabitants of the island support corporal punishment may be 

precisely that they believe it to be degrading and thus an effective deterrent. In a passage that 

has since become one of the Court’s standard formulations (at least its first part), it then went 

on to state: 

The Court must also recall that the Convention is a living instrument which, as the 

Commission rightly stressed, must be interpreted in the light of present-day 

conditions. In the case now before it the Court cannot but be influenced by the 

developments and commonly accepted standards in the penal policy of the 

member States of the Council of Europe in this field.39 

The background and meaning of this passage is rather mysterious. In its decision in Tyrer, the 

European Commission of Human Rights had, in fact, neither described the Convention as a 

‘living instrument’ nor referred to ‘present-day conditions’. In addition, despite its insistence 

on this point, the Court did not explain what ‘the developments and commonly accepted 

standards in the penal policy’ of European states were. While it remarked rather 

incidentally—in a passage not relating to Article 3—that corporal punishment was not used 

‘in the great majority of the member States of the Council of Europe’,40 there is no review of 

the legislation or legal developments in these states. Even more problematically, the Court did 

not give any reasons for its characterisation of the ECHR as a ‘living instrument’, which has 

now become one of its most important interpretive approaches: it did not explain why and in 

how far it matters that there are ‘commonly accepted standards’ and why the ECHR should be 
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interpreted in the light of them.41 In fact, it is clear from the Court’s reasoning that the 

decisive factor for reaching its decision that Article 3 had been violated was not the 

development of common European standards at all. Instead, it was ‘[t]he very nature of 

judicial corporal punishment’ that made it degrading, since ‘it involves one human being 

inflicting physical violence on another human being.’42 

A year later, in Marckx v. Belgium, the Court, although not explicitly describing the ECHR as 

a ‘living instrument’, referred to its judgment in Tyrer and repeated that the Convention ‘must 

be interpreted in the light of present-day conditions.’43 Accordingly, the Court attached no 

weight to the fact that ‘at the time when the Convention of 4 November 1950 was drafted, it 

was regarded as permissible and normal in many European countries to draw a distinction in 

this area between the “illegitimate” and the “legitimate” family.’44 In the meantime, the Court 

pointed out, the domestic law of the great majority of the Council of Europe member states 

had evolved and continued to evolve towards full recognition of maternal affiliation by birth 

alone with respect to ‘illegitimate children’. While the Court admitted that two conventions 

aiming at establishing equality between ‘legitimate’ and ‘illegitimate’ children had only been 

ratified by a small number of members states, it thought it sufficient that there were signs of 

an ‘evolution of rules and attitudes’ ‘amongst modern societies’.45 

One of the Court’s most famous invocations of the ‘living instrument’ notion was that in 

Selmouni v. France where it made it clear that what qualifies as ‘torture’ within the meaning 

of Article 3 ECHR may well change over the years: 

[H]aving regard to the fact that the Convention is a ‘living instrument which must 

be interpreted in the light of present-day conditions’ … the Court considers that 

certain acts which were classified in the past as ‘inhuman and degrading 

treatment’ as opposed to ‘torture’ could be classified differently in future. It takes 

the view that the increasingly high standard being required in the area of the 

protection of human rights and fundamental liberties correspondingly and 

inevitably requires greater firmness in assessing breaches of the fundamental 

values of democratic societies.46 

Accordingly, the Court found the kind of ill-treatment that had occurred in this case to amount 

to torture, even though on application of the standards established in its previous case law it 

probably would have had to be classified as inhuman treatment.47 This finding is a good 
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illustration of the Court’s use of the ‘living instrument’ notion insofar as it is typically 

invoked to support an extension of the Convention’s protective scope. 

By the time of writing, the ECHR has been described as a ‘living instrument’ in 91 judgments 

and decisions (55 times the term appears in the majority’s judgment/decision, 26 times in a 

separate opinion, 10 times in both). The equivalent French term ‘instrument vivant’ was used 

in a further 23 judgements and decisions (12 times in the majority’s judgment/decision, 11 

times in a separate opinion). In addition, not counting the judgments and decisions containing 

an explicit reference to ‘living instrument’ just referred to, the Court (or one of its members), 

has stated that the Convention must be interpreted in the light of ‘present-day conditions’ an 

additional 36 times (24 judgments/decisions, 12 separate opinions), while the equivalent 

reference to ‘conditions de vie actuelles’ appears in two separate opinions. In total, therefore, 

the ‘living instrument’ idea has been invoked in 152 judgments and decisions. 

The Court has used the ‘living instrument’ notion, for example, to characterise the death 

penalty as inhuman and degrading treatment in the sense of Article 3;48 to qualify human 

trafficking as falling within the prohibition of slavery and forced labour of Article 4;49 to limit 

the role of the executive branch in deciding on the release of prisoners under Article 5;50 to 

read a right not to be compelled to join an association into Article 11;51 and to qualify the 

rejection of a lesbian woman’s application to adopt a child as discriminatory and thus in 

violation of Article 14.52 

The Court has relied on the ‘living instrument’ approach to interpret not only the substantive 

but also the procedural guarantees of the ECHR, such as those concerning interim measures53 

and the territorial jurisdiction of the Court.54 In Loizidou v. Turkey (Preliminary Objections) it 

explained that, just as the substantive guarantees, the procedural provisions ‘cannot be 

interpreted solely in accordance with the intentions of their authors as expressed more than 

forty years ago.’55 

The ‘present-day conditions’ that may influence the Court’s interpretation of the Convention 

may consist of legal developments within the respondent state such as legislative reforms or 

changes in the case law of the domestic courts.56 More often, however, the Court refers, as in 

Tyrer and Marckx, to the situation in other member states or sometimes, as in Christine 
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Goodwin v. United Kingdom,57 even to that in non-member states. In the latter case, the Court 

explicitly recognised that there was no ‘common European approach’ regarding the legal 

recognition of the new sexual identity of post-operative transsexuals, but, based on a review 

of the legal situation in a number of non-European states, attached more importance to ‘the 

clear and uncontested evidence of a continuing international trend’ than to the lack of a 

common European standard.58 

In recent years, the Court has also given increased weight to developments in international 

law.59 In Demir and Baykara v. Turkey it expanded the ‘living instrument’ formula 

accordingly:  

[T]he Convention is a living instrument which must be interpreted in the light of 

present-day conditions, and in accordance with developments in international 

law, so as to reflect the increasingly high standard being required in the area of the 

protection of human rights, thus necessitating greater firmness in assessing 

breaches of the fundamental values of democratic societies.60 

In this case, concerning the right of civil servants to form trade unions, the Court referred very 

extensively to various international instruments, including ILO Conventions and the European 

Social Charter, to interpret Article 11 ECHR. The Turkish government objected that it had not 

ratified the respective provisions of the European Social Charter and that the Court was not 

entitled to create, by way of interpretation, new obligations not provided for in the ECHR. 

The Court stated that it had ‘never considered the provisions of the Convention as the sole 

framework of reference for the interpretation of the rights and freedoms enshrined therein’ but 

had also ‘taken account of evolving norms of national and international law’,61 which ‘show, 

in a precise area, that there is common ground in modern societies.’62 Thus, it was ‘not 

necessary for the respondent State to have ratified the entire collection of instruments that are 

applicable in respect of the precise subject matter of the case concerned.’63 Similarly, in 

Rantsev v. Cyprus and Russia the Court drew upon the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and 

Punish Trafficking in Persons, especially Women and Children and the Council of Europe 

Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings to support its conclusion that 

trafficking in human beings falls within the scope of Article 4 ECHR, even though these 

instruments had not yet been in force at the relevant time.64 
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However, the Court has also made it clear that there are limits as to what the ‘living 

instrument’ method can achieve. In Johnston v. Ireland, it had to decide whether a right to 

divorce could be derived from Article 12 ECHR, guaranteeing the right to marry.65 The Court 

recognised ‘that the Convention and its Protocols must be interpreted in the light of present-

day conditions’, but held that it ‘cannot, by means of an evolutive interpretation, derive from 

these instruments a right that was not included therein at the outset’, particularly where the 

omission was deliberate.66  

The ‘living instrument’ approach may also reach its limits where it conflicts with a systematic 

interpretation of the ECHR. In Pretty v. United Kingdom, the applicant, who suffered from a 

terrible, irreversible disease in its final stages, argued that Article 3 ECHR imposed a positive 

obligation on the state to sanction the assisted suicide of a terminally ill person.67 The Court 

held otherwise, stating that while it ‘must take a dynamic and flexible approach to the 

interpretation of the Convention, which is a living instrument, any interpretation must also 

accord with the fundamental objectives of the Convention and its coherence as a system of 

human rights protection.’ Therefore, Article 3 had to be construed in harmony with Article 2, 

the right to life.68 

Finally, the Court will be reluctant to rely on the ‘living instrument’ method where the 

member states have taken it upon themselves to further develop and define the ECHR 

standards. Soering v. United Kingdom raised the question of whether imposition of the death 

penalty would amount to a violation of Article 3 ECHR.69 While reaffirming that the 

Convention is a ‘living instrument’, the Court pointed out that Protocol No. 6 to the ECHR 

concerning the Abolition of the Death Penalty of 1983 showed that the intention of the state 

parties was to adopt the normal method of amendment of the text through a subsequent 

written and, in addition, optional instrument. Therefore, notwithstanding the special character 

of the Convention, Article 3 could not be interpreted as generally prohibiting the death 

penalty.70 

As the Court has recently summarised its case law, the ‘living instrument’ approach ‘does not 

… mean that to respond to present-day needs, conditions, views or standards the Court can 

create a new right apart from those recognised by the Convention … or that it can whittle 

down an existing right or create a new “exception” or “justification” which is not expressly 

recognised in the Convention.’71 What qualifies as a ‘new’ right or exception is, however, a 
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question of interpretation. Thus, some authors72 have argued that the Court has, in fact, 

engaged in the creation of a new right that had been deliberately omitted from the 

Convention, when it held that the guarantee of freedom of association of Article 11 includes a 

‘negative right’ not to be compelled to join an association.73 

 

3.2. Inter-American instruments 

The ‘living instrument’ method developed by the European Court of Human Rights has 

clearly influenced the interpretive approach of the Inter-American human rights bodies. 

Nevertheless, when the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, in 1989, for the first time 

emphasised the need for an evolutive interpretation of human rights instruments, this was 

backed up, not by a reference to the European Court’s case law, but to the Namibia opinion of 

the International Court of Justice, according to which ‘an international instrument must be 

interpreted and applied within the overall framework of the juridical system in force at the 

time of the interpretation.’74 Therefore, the Inter-American Court thought that, to determine 

the legal status of the American Declaration of Human Rights, it had to ‘look to the inter-

American system of today in the light of the evolution it has undergone since the adoption of 

the Declaration, rather than to examine the normative value and significance which that 

instrument was believed to have had in 1948.’75  

In 1999, however, the Court did cite the European Court’s judgments in Tyrer, Marckx and 

Loizidou to support its observation that ‘human rights treaties are living instruments whose 

interpretation must consider the changes over time and present-day conditions.’76 The Court 

held that such an evolutive interpretation is consistent with the general rules of treaty 

interpretation established in the VCLT and that international human rights law ‘has made 

great headway thanks to an evolutive interpretation of international instruments of 

protection.’77 Since then, the Inter-American Court has repeatedly made the following—or 

some similar—observation, mainly having in mind the 1969 American Convention on Human 
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Rights (ACHR)78 but, also, in one case,79 the 1989 Convention on the Rights of the Child 

(CRC):80 ‘The Court has pointed out, as the European Court of Human Rights has too, that 

human rights treaties are live instruments, whose interpretation must go hand in hand with 

evolving times and current living conditions.’81 

The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, for its part, referred to the ‘living 

instrument’ concept for the first time in 2000. In a case concerning the mandatory imposition 

of the death penalty for certain offences, the petitioners had argued that, just as the ECHR, 

‘the American Convention is a living, breathing and developing instrument reflecting 

contemporary standards of morality, justice and decency.’82 The Commission, referring in a 

footnote to the European Court’s ‘living instrument’ approach and citing Tyrer, held that ‘a 

principle of law has developed common to those democratic jurisdictions that have retained 

the death penalty, according to which the death penalty should only be implemented through 

“individualized” sentencing.’83 Exactly the same formulation and footnote can be found in a 

number of similar cases decided on the same day84 and in 2001.85 In 2002, the Commission, 

asserting that it was ‘well-accepted’ that ‘human rights treaties are living instruments whose 

interpretation must consider changes over time and present-day conditions’, held that the 

prohibition of executing persons below the age of eighteen had evolved into a norm of jus 

cogens.86 As the European Court has done for the ECHR, the Inter-American Commission has 

suggested that the ‘living instrument’ concept is applicable not only with regard to substantive 

guarantees of human rights but also the procedural provisions of the ACHR.87 
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3.3. UN instruments 

Among the bodies supervising implementation of the universal human rights treaties, the UN 

Human Rights Committee was the first, in 2002, to apply the ‘living instrument’ method. In 

the landmark case of Judge v. Canada it had to decide whether Canada violated the author’s 

right to life under Article 6 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 

(ICCPR)88 by deporting him to the United States, where he had been sentenced to the death 

penalty.89 Nine years earlier the Committee had held that the deportation of a person from a 

country which has abolished the death penalty to a country where he or she faces capital 

punishment, does not per se amount to a violation of Article 6.90 In Judge, the Committee 

recognised that it ‘should ensure both consistency and coherence of its jurisprudence’, but 

noted that in exceptional situations it may be necessary to review the scope of application of 

the rights protected in the ICCPR, ‘in particular if there have been notable factual and legal 

developments and changes in international opinion in respect of the issue raised.’91 The 

Committee observed that, since its earlier decision, there had been ‘a broadening international 

consensus in favour of abolition of the death penalty, and in states which have retained the 

death penalty, a broadening consensus not to carry it out.’ The Committee thought it 

significant that Canada’s own practice reflected this consensus: the Supreme Court of Canada 

had held that in such cases of removal the government must, as a general rule, seek assurances 

that the death penalty will not be applied. Considering ‘that the Covenant should be 

interpreted as a living instrument and the rights protected under it should be applied in context 

and in the light of present-day conditions’,92 the Committee departed from its previous 

findings and found a violation of Article 6.93  

The Human Rights Committee has addressed similar interpretive issues in a series of cases 

concerning conscientious objection to compulsory military service. In Yoon and Choi v. 

Republic of Korea,94 it deviated from its previous jurisprudence95 and recognised that Article 

18 ICCPR (guaranteeing freedom of conscience) implies a right to conscientious objection. 

To support this change in interpretation it argued that the understanding of Article 18, as that 

of any right guaranteed by the Covenant, evolved over time96 and observed that ‘an increasing 

number’ of those states parties which had retained compulsory military service had introduced 
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alternatives to that service.97 In Atasoy and Sarkut v. Turkey, the state party argued that there 

were limits to evolutive interpretation: ‘interpretation cannot go beyond the letter and spirit of 

the treaty or what the States parties initially and explicitly so intended.’98 Nevertheless, the 

Committee reaffirmed its view that a right of conscientious objection, even though not 

explicitly referred to in Article 18, derives from this provision,99 with one Committee member 

stressing in his individual opinion that the Committee ‘must apply and interpret the Covenant 

as a living instrument.’100  

The Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination invoked the ‘living instrument’ 

concept in 2003 to support its conclusion that use of a term that was not considered offensive 

some time ago may be considered offensive today and thus violate the 1965 International 

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICERD).101 In Hagan 

v. Australia, the petitioner had taken offence at the sign ‘E.S. “Nigger” Brown Stand’, which 

had been displayed since 1960 on a stand of a sporting ground in honour of a sporting 

personality who was neither black nor of aboriginal descent.102 The Committee held 

that use and maintenance of the offending term can at the present time be 

considered offensive and insulting, even if for an extended period it may not have 

necessarily been so regarded. The Committee considers, in fact, that the 

Convention, as a living instrument, must be interpreted and applied taking into 

[sic!] the circumstances of contemporary society. In this context, the Committee 

considers it to be its duty to recall the increased sensitivities in respect of words 

such as the offending term appertaining today.103 

The Committee has since reaffirmed in its General Recommendation 32 that ‘[t]he 

Convention, as the Committee has observed on many occasions, is a living instrument that 

must be interpreted and applied taking into account the circumstances of contemporary 

society’, which made it imperative to read its text in a context-sensitive manner.104 

The Committee on the Rights of the Child has equally invoked the ‘living instrument’ concept 

in a general comment. In its General Comment 8 concerning the right of the child to 

protection from corporal punishment it has explained that, while the travaux préparatoires for 

the CRC did not record any discussion of corporal punishment during the drafting sessions, 
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‘the Convention, like all human rights instruments, must be regarded as a living instrument, 

whose interpretation develops over time’ and that in the seventeen years since the CRC was 

adopted, the prevalence of corporal punishment had become more visible.105 

 

3.4. Assessment 

As the review above demonstrates, in international human rights law the ‘living instrument’ 

notion is used in a similar way as with regard to the UN Charter, namely primarily as a 

metaphor to justify a dynamic or evolutive interpretation.106 Often it is invoked, as in Marckx, 

to support an interpretation that arguably deviates from the understanding that the drafters of 

the treaty had or, as in Selmouni and Judge, to explain a change in the case law. 

One may question whether the ‘living instrument’ metaphor is a completely accurate 

description of this method of interpretation. The metaphor suggests that, similar to living 

organisms, legal instruments change their shape by themselves, when it is in fact the external 

social conditions that change, and the legal instruments are adapted to them.  

Be that as it may, what is more important is the question as to the legality and legitimacy of 

this method of interpretation. When it comes to human rights treaties, international and 

regional courts or quasi-judicial bodies assume to a large extent the interpretive role that is 

played by states (or organs composed of states) with regard to other treaties. Where member 

states entrust a (quasi-)judicial body with supervising implementation of the treaty, they 

thereby also cede to it the interpretive authority over the treaty. The European Court of 

Human Rights,107 the Inter-American Court of Human Rights108 and the international human 

rights bodies109 have all accepted that they are bound, to the same extent as states, to apply the 

rules of treaty interpretation codified in Articles 31 and 32 VCLT when interpreting the 

human rights conventions they are charged with supervising. In principle, it seems clear that 

the ‘living instrument’ method may be covered, and indeed required, by these rules. Article 

31(1) VCLT requires a treaty to be interpreted ‘in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be 

given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of its object and purpose’. 

According to Article 31(3)(b) VCLT ‘any subsequent practice in the application of the treaty 
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which establishes the agreement of the parties regarding its interpretation’ must be taken into 

account. That subsequent practice may include state practice as well as the practice of 

supervisory bodies and may be used to establish original or changing intent.110 Finally, Article 

31(3)(c) VCLT provides that ‘any relevant rules of international law applicable in the 

relations between the parties’ are relevant for clarification of the meaning of that treaty.111 

Application of the ‘living instrument’ method is rather unproblematic in cases where there 

have been obvious changes in state practice or relevant rules of international law and it is 

inevitable to interpret a given treaty in light of these changes. A good illustration of this is 

Matthews v. United Kingdom, which raised the question of whether elections to the European 

Parliament fall within the right to vote guaranteed by Article 3 of Protocol No. 1 to the 

ECHR. The European Court of Human Rights held that they did. Invoking the ‘living 

instrument’ metaphor, it stated that ‘[t]he mere fact that a body was not envisaged by the 

drafters of the Convention cannot prevent that body from falling within the scope of the 

Convention’ and that it had to take into account structural changes mutually agreed by the 

contracting states.112 

At the same time, the relevant human rights bodies have accepted that the requirements of 

state consensus and legal certainty impose limits on the use of the ‘living instrument’ method. 

As explained above, the European Court has explicitly recognised that it may not engage in 

law-making by, for example, creating rights not intended by the original drafters of the 

ECHR113 or engaging in creative interpretation in areas that have been singled out by the 

contracting states for reform by way of treaty amendment.114 The Human Rights Committee 

has asserted that evolutive interpretation needs to be balanced against the need to ‘ensure both 

consistency and coherence of … jurisprudence’.115 In a similar vein, the European Court has 

acknowledged that, despite its ‘living instrument’ approach, ‘in the interests of legal certainty 

and foreseeability it should not depart, without good reason, from its own precedents.’116 

Despite these assertions, the above review of case law of relevant supervisory bodies reveals 

that it is, at the very least, questionable whether they can be said to have always complied 

with these restrictions. First, although there are frequent references to the alleged practice of 

states (be it the respondent state, other states parties or even non-states parties), only very 

rarely is evidence for that practice or its uniformity adduced. As explained above, this already 

held true for Tyrer, where the ‘living instrument’ concept was established, and it equally 

applies to many of the subsequent cases. Second, in some of the cases the respective human 
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rights body did, in fact, not even claim that the state practice concerned was uniform, despite 

the fact that Article 31(3)(b) VCLT requires the state practice to reflect agreement regarding a 

particular interpretation. The practice must be actively shared by at least some states parties 

and acquiesced in by the others.117 Nevertheless, in Christine Goodwin, for example, the 

European Court explicitly recognised that there was no common European approach 

supporting its interpretation; it thought that it was sufficient that there was evidence of a 

‘continuing international trend’ in non-European states. In Marckx, it satisfied itself with 

signs of an ‘evolution of rules and attitudes’ ‘amongst modern societies’. The Human Rights 

Committee, in Judge, referred to a ‘broadening international consensus’ to justify a deviation 

from its previous jurisprudence and, in Yoon and Choi, to an ‘increasing number’ of states 

parties to read a right to conscientious objection into Article 18 ICCPR. Third, with regard to 

interpretation in the light of ‘relevant rules of international law’, the International Court of 

Justice allows, in certain cases, the consideration of rules that came into force after the 

conclusion of the treaty at issue.118 However, Article 31(3)(c) VCLT states that the rules must 

be ‘applicable in the relations between the parties’, which also suggests that non-binding rules 

cannot be relied upon.119 Nevertheless, the European Court has not only taken into account, as 

in Demir and Baykara, treaties that had not been ratified by the respondent state and, as in 

Marckx, treaties that had only been ratified by a very small number of states parties to the 

ECHR, but also, as in Rantsev, even treaties that were not in force at the time the relevant 

facts occurred. Moreover, the Court regularly takes into consideration international materials 

that are not legally binding.120 

This is not to argue that non-uniform state practice or non-binding rules may not be taken into 

consideration (they may still serve as supplementary means of interpretation according to 

Article 32 VCLT), but merely to point out that the weight given to these means of 

interpretation is rather extraordinary when it comes to human rights treaties. Such a special 

interpretive approach may be justified on the basis that human rights treaties have a special 

nature, calling for specialised rules of treaty interpretation, perhaps even ‘interpretive rules 

that are beyond the VCLT paradigm’.121 That human rights treaties fundamentally differ from 

other treaties, in that they create obligations of states towards individuals rather than between 

states, is beyond dispute today.122 The Inter-American Court, for example, has explained: 
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Since its first cases, the Court has based its jurisprudence on the special nature of 

the American Convention in the framework of International Human Rights Law. 

Said Convention, like other human rights treaties, is inspired by higher shared 

values (focusing on protection of the human being), they have specific oversight 

mechanisms, they are applied according to the concept of collective guarantees, 

they embody obligations that are essentially objective, and their nature is special 

vis-à-vis other treaties that regulate reciprocal interests among the States 

Parties.123 

It may be added to the list above that, unlike most other types of treaties, human rights treaties 

are typically formulated in very general wording,124 that they give effect to important moral 

principles125 and that, especially regional ones, are in many respects similar to 

constitutions.126 

Given the special object and purpose—and, as a consequence, character—of human rights 

treaties, it is indeed inevitable that their interpretation differs from that of other treaties, 

especially in that state consent can only play a limited role. Most importantly, whether the 

respondent state agrees with a given interpretation of a human rights treaty cannot be a 

decisive factor. Therefore, it is correct to conclude that it does not matter whether an evolutive 

interpretation is supported by the subsequent practice of the respondent state or its ratification 

of other treaties. The more difficult question is to what extent the ‘present-day conditions’ or 

standards that give rise to a particular interpretation must be shared among the states parties. 

The supervisory bodies have been very lenient in this regard, sometimes explicitly rejecting 

the notion that there must be a common approach supporting a change in interpretation. A 

good illustration—and at the same time justification—of this interpretive approach may be 

found in a separate opinion of Judge Garlicki of the European Court of Human Rights. 

Pointing out that the ECHR ‘represents a very distinct form of international instrument’ 

whose ‘substance and process of application are more akin to those of national constitutions 

than to those of “typical” international treaties’, he invoked the Court’s ‘living instrument’ 

approach and observed that ‘[t]his may result (and, in fact, has on numerous occasions 

resulted) in judicial modifications of the original meaning of the Convention.’ He went on to 

state: 

From this perspective, the role of our Court is not very different from the role of 

national Constitutional Courts, whose mandate is not only to defend constitutional 

provisions on human rights, but also to develop them … Thus, it is legitimate to 

assume that, as long as the member States have not clearly rejected a particular 

judicial interpretation of the Convention … the Court has the power to determine 
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the actual meaning of words and phrases which were inserted into the text of the 

Convention more than fifty years ago.127 

However, what Judge Garlicki failed to mention is that there are also important differences 

between constitutions and the ECHR, not the least of which concerns the legitimacy of an 

evolutive or dynamic approach to interpretation. In the case of a constitution, an evolutive 

interpretation by the constitutional court can be limited or corrected through the democratic 

process of amending the constitution. In the case of the ECHR as a multilateral treaty, in 

contrast, a state that objects to a particular interpretation may only withdraw from the 

Convention, which is normally a politically unrealistic option. An evolutive interpretation of a 

human rights treaty may thus not draw its legitimacy from the availability of a democratic 

corrective; it can only draw it from the consent of as many states parties as possible. 

The supervisory bodies must be—and clearly are—aware that they must balance dynamic 

interpretation against the need for state support and expectations regarding legal certainty. 

Seen from this perspective, it becomes clear that invocations of the ‘living instrument’ notion 

are frequently intended precisely to garner state support for a particular interpretation. In 

Tyrer, for instance, there was no other reason for the Court to characterise the ECHR as a 

‘living instrument’: its finding clearly suggests that all corporal punishment is inherently 

degrading, regardless of how many states have abolished it or what the public opinion on the 

matter is. The only reason for the Court to highlight developments in the member states, 

which, after all, needed to be taken into account when interpreting the Convention as a ‘living 

instrument’, was to generate support for its interpretation of Article 3. The same can be 

observed with regard to many of the other cases discussed above: the ‘living instrument’ 

notion is not instrumental to the respective supervisory body’s holding, but added as a kind of 

side-note to show that a particular understanding of the treaty is, in any event, reflected in 

state practice or international legal instruments or that there are, at least, signs of a trend 

towards such an understanding. 

While such use of the ‘living instrument’ method is understandable, it often confuses things 

more than to contribute anything. Where, as in Tyrer, there are compelling reasons for a given 

interpretation, there is no need to invoke the ‘living instrument’ character of a treaty: if it is 

true that human rights give effect to ‘higher shared values’, it cannot matter whether states 

think a given treatment is degrading or not. When it is invoked, the respective supervisory 

bodies should, at the very least, take care to explain why and in how far exactly subsequent 

state practice or developments in international law matter and, of course, back up the alleged 

practice with evidence. It is not sufficient for them to merely cite the European Court’s 

judgment in Tyrer: as explained above, that judgment lacks any explanation of the ‘living 

instrument’ method of interpretation.  

 

4. Arms Control Treaties 
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In the case of human rights treaties, the concept of ‘living instrument’ is used to explain 

(quasi-)judicial development of the relevant treaty, development which may well be ahead of 

state consensus. In the case of the UN Charter, interpretive development is in the hands of 

political organs and therefore puts the state back at centre stage, except that organs operate by 

way of majorities. The understandings of those majorities, for example as to what are the 

current threats to international peace, give the UN Charter life. The question remains as to 

whether treaties that do not have institutions (either judicial or political) at their heart can still 

be viewed as ‘living instruments’. With regard to these treaties, the metaphor might not be 

invoked, but if they exhibit signs of life that allow them to develop to reflect wider changes 

then they are, to all intents and purposes, also ‘living instruments’. 

The argument in this section is that the concept of ‘living instrument’ is a metaphor that can 

be applied to a range of different types of treaties, so that it is untrue to say that this form of 

interpretive technique and understanding is confined to, say, human rights treaties or the UN 

Charter. Variation in interpretive techniques, and hence the amount of vitality within a treaty, 

is explicable on the basis of the different nature of the treaty being considered, whether they 

are contractual, law-making or constitutional. In general terms, this section illustrates the 

contention that, although the language of ‘living instruments’ is not used in relation to arms 

control treaties, the ideas and interpretive techniques involved are present in some of these 

treaties, although not in others. 

In the modern era, treaty law purports to cover a range of different types of conventions. At the 

one end of the spectrum there is the bilateral, contractual treaty. In the area of arms control this is 

embodied by the now defunct Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty128 and the Strategic Arms 

Reduction Treaties (START)129 between the US and the USSR/Russia.130 In these treaties there 

is greater certainty in the text as the terms were hammered out on a take-it-or-leave-it basis by 

the two parties. The rights and duties are relatively clear and, therefore, the text dominates the 

life of the treaty unless both parties agree on changes, or, as with the 1972 ABM Treaty between 

the US and USSR/Russia, one party withdraws. This is not to state that the ABM Treaty was not 

an important treaty, it was the ‘cornerstone of strategic stability’ during the Cold War,131 but it 

reflected the bilateral and bipolar nature of the Cold War. At the other end of the spectrum there 

is a multiparty constitutional treaty that is both conventional and institutional,132 laying down 

rules but also creating institutions and organs, paradigmatically the UN Charter discussed above. 

However, as has been established when looking at human rights treaties, the metaphor of a 

‘living instrument’ is not confined to those constitutional-type treaties, but is also used with 
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regard to certain law-making treaties that have an in-built dynamic, such as an expert committee 

or court, which can interpret the treaty in the light of changes in social conditions. 

The question is whether there is any room for the idea of ‘living instrument’ in an area of law 

that is heavily state-dominated, where clarity and certainty are important for the states parties. 

In these conditions we might expect to find the opposite of ‘living instruments’—lifeless, 

more accurately timeless, treaties under which states can operate in confidence, knowing that 

the obligations within them are not subject to change. However, as shall be seen, even arms 

control treaties can be, indeed have to be, ‘living instruments’, otherwise technological 

change would outstrip their normative reach. For instance, a prohibition on chemical weapons 

only works if we constantly re-evaluate our understanding of what chemical weapons are.  

Unfortunately, arms control law is not populated with courts sitting in judgment, and thereby 

simultaneously applying and developing the rules contained in the three non-proliferation treaties 

to be considered in this section—the 1968 Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT),133 the 1972 

Biological Weapons Convention (BWC)134 and the 1993 Chemical Weapons Convention 

(CWC).135 They are all multilateral treaties, though the CWC is institutional as well as 

conventional, establishing the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW). 

This does not necessarily mean that only the CWC is a ‘living instrument’, we have to go deeper 

to try and understand the nature of these treaties. In general terms, the overall purpose of these 

treaties is to address the ‘horizontal proliferation of WMD’ (weapons of mass destruction) with 

provisions ‘proscribing possession, development, and transfer of both single-use WMD-related 

materials (i.e. those items and technologies primarily suited for use in WMD development 

programs) as well as dual-use WMD-related materials (i.e. items and technologies which have 

both civilian and military applications)’.136 As well as aiming to prevent the proliferation of 

WMDs among a wider group of states, the treaties also aim to prevent the proliferation of 

weapons within states already possessing them (‘vertical proliferation’).137 

In the seminal article written at the time of the NPT, Mason Willrich is clear about the 

significance of the treaty for achieving the ‘goal of overriding importance in the nuclear era … 

the avoidance of nuclear war’.138 The NPT was agreed in the Cold War period, when both 

superpowers desired to draw back from mutually assured destruction, and not only constituted a 

bargain between the superpowers on the possession and development of both nuclear weapons 

and nuclear power, but was also law-making for the rest of the international community.  
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It is common to describe the NPT of 1968 as a ‘grand bargain’ between nuclear weapon states 

(NWS) and non-nuclear weapon states (NNWS). This suggests some sort of exchange between 

these two different groupings of states, thereby creating a static set of obligations and rights. 

Essentially, NWS were obliged not to provide WMD to NNWS, and not to proliferate their own; 

indeed the obligation is to ‘eventually disarm themselves of nuclear weapons’.139 NNWS, on 

their side, agreed not to acquire nuclear weapons or to develop them themselves. ‘In exchange 

for their commitment to forgo what would otherwise be their right, equal to that’ of NWS, 

NNWS insisted on the recognition of not only their right to acquire ‘nuclear technologies for the 

purpose of civilian power generation’, but also on an obligation on NWS to help in the 

development of their civilian nuclear programmes.140 In crude terms, the deal was for NWS to 

retain their right to nuclear weapons, while NNWS gave up any right to have them. In exchange 

for this deviation from sovereign equality, NWS promised to gradually disarm and to help 

develop peaceful uses of nuclear technology in NNWS. This bargain, according to Daniel 

Joyner, distinguishes the NPT as a contractual treaty from ‘most other large multilateral treaties’, 

for example, the Genocide Convention and the Law of the Sea Convention, which are law-

making treaties where ‘there is no consideration given between the states in exchange for the 

undertaking of obligations’.141  

This suggests that the NPT is paradigmatically contractual, creating a certain (and static) set of 

rights and duties for both NWS and NNWS, a conception which does not seem to leave much 

room for the notion of ‘living instrument’. While an understandable argument, Joyner may be 

failing to distinguish between different forms of contract, in particular ‘social contracts’, which 

are much more profound than a contractual transaction whereby one party agrees to give up 

weapons if the other party does (as in the START). A social contract at the international level is 

found in the UN Charter, whereby the five Great Powers agreed to act as the world’s police force 

in exchange for voting rights that no other member would possess. It is no coincidence that those 

five permanent members are the NWS at the heart of the NPT ‘grand bargain’, thus suggesting 

that the NPT is something more profound than an ordinary traité-contrat; indeed, it may be more 

constitutional than a traité-loi since it develops the ‘grand bargain’ found in the UN Charter by 

extending the inequality between the P5 and other members of the UN to the possession of 

nuclear weapons.142 This suggests that although the NPT may be less dynamic than treaties that 

include within them modes for change (political, judicial or quasi-judicial organs), such 

foundational treaties will be adaptable to changing conditions if they are to keep their relevance; 

the question is how. 

Of the five nuclear weapons states at the time of the NPT, three were original parties in 1968 

(US, USSR, UK), while two only became parties in 1992 (China and France). Further, though 

the treaty was originally adopted for 25 years, it was renewed indefinitely by consensus at the 
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Review Conference in New York in 1995. This indicates that, despite the presence of a right of 

withdrawal (in Article X), in one sense the ‘grand bargain’ has become even stronger over the 

decades, though the spread of nuclear weapons to states outside the five indicates the strain it is 

under.143 The essence of the NPT is that a handful of states have the right to nuclear weapons, 

while others do not; but despite that inequality, the ‘grand bargain’, taken as a whole, is a 

constitutional treaty, and not only in an ‘originalist’ sense but in a ‘living’ sense. The NPT, like 

the CWC, has an institutional element (in the form of the IAEA) which assists in the 

development of the treaty by interpreting and applying it (especially Article III). As Richard 

Williamson states, the potential ‘dual-use’ capability of both nuclear materials and chemicals 

requires a ‘high degree of intrusiveness’ by the OPCW and the IAEA.144 This dynamic 

interpretive element keeps the treaty alive, but this is perhaps not as important as the fluctuations 

in the ‘grand bargain’ underlying the NPT. 

Thus, it is contended that the NPT forms part of the ‘grand bargain’ or social contract at the heart 

of the international legal and political order, alongside the UN Charter, and should be interpreted 

as a constitutional text, not a contractual one;145 thereby placing equal emphasis on the purposes 

of the treaty, the practice of parties, as well as the words of the provisions themselves. This is not 

the orthodox position, which portrays the ‘grand bargain’ in the NPT being a relatively 

straightforward exchange between two groups of states, which has remained static since 1968.146 

Under an ‘originalist’ interpretation of the NPT, all the elements of the bargain remain in place 

and in full force—that is, the obligations on NWS not to proliferate to NNWS (in Article I) and 

to negotiate nuclear disarmament (in Article VI), and in return the obligations on NNWS not to 

acquire nuclear weapons (in Article II), to develop peaceful uses of nuclear energy in accordance 

with Articles I and II (in Article IV), and to submit to safeguards agreements negotiated with the 

IAEA to prevent peaceful uses of nuclear energy being diverted to nuclear weapons programmes 

(in Article III).   

Joyner argues that this balance cannot be disturbed by subsequent interpretation and 

development. In fact, he argues that subsequent statements (after 1998, more vociferously after 

11 September 2001) by some NWS (especially the US) emphasising non-proliferation 

obligations, and downplaying or eroding their disarmament obligations,147 are incompatible with 

the NPT.148 However, while it may be argued that in 1968 all the elements of the ‘grand bargain’ 

carried equal weight, as that was what was necessary to achieve the bargain, it is much more 

difficult to sustain that original understanding if that bargain is part of the international 

constitutional order, which should be open to development by the subsequent agreement and 
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practice of states parties in accordance with changes in international relations. The avoidance of 

nuclear war by limiting the spread of nuclear weapons can be seen as the bottom-line for the 

NPT, and this in itself would permit the prioritisation of non-proliferation over disarmament. 

However, the interpretation of constitutional treaties is not simply driven by a pragmatic 

understanding of the changing nature of international relations, but by the changing 

understanding of states parties. Subsequent practice as a means of interpretation means that 

changes in emphasis within a constitutional regime must be supported by states parties. There is 

little indication from the five-yearly NPT Review Conferences that NNWS agree with NWS 

interpretations,149 hence overall practice does not point to a changed understanding of the NPT. 

In fact, as Joyner points out, a purposive analysis of the NPT supports the original ‘grand 

bargain’ under which equal weight was to be given to all the elements,150 including non-

proliferation and disarmament. Thus, a constitutional approach to interpretation, which has 

regard to subsequent practice of the parties as well as the purposes of the treaty rather than just 

the text, produces a stronger reaffirmation of the ‘grand bargain’ than a textual approach.  

Indeed, under a textual approach it is possible to read the non-proliferation provisions of Articles 

I and II NPT as embodying much firmer obligations on states parties (each NWS and NNWS 

‘undertakes not to …’), than the disarmament obligation in Article VI (in which states parties 

‘undertake to pursue negotiations in good faith on effective measures relating to the cessation of 

the nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear disarmament’). The latter provision has been 

interpreted very narrowly indeed by one US representative on nuclear non-proliferation to mean 

that it contains no legal requirement to conclude negotiations,151 disagreeing with the 

International Court of Justice in its advisory opinion of July 1996, which stated that ‘there exists 

an obligation to pursue in good faith and bring to a conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear 

disarmament in all its aspects under strict and effective international control’.152   

Thus, applying a constitutional approach to interpretation opens the NPT up to subsequent 

(re)interpretation by the parties. In fact, the consistent statements by NNWS (which are the vast 

majority of states parties to the NPT) that the different elements of the ‘grand bargain’ have 

equal weight in the treaty153 are the key element in maintaining that interpretation. Focus has 

been on the states parties coming together in review conferences, differentiating the NPT from 

other constitutional treaties, such as the UN Charter where subsequent interpretation is 

undertaken by the political organs of the United Nations: the General Assembly, where all 

members are present, and the Security Council, where only 15 members are present, including 

the P5. A difficult question in relation to the NPT is whether a constitutional approach to 

interpretation opens up the NPT for (re)interpretation by institutions which have responsibilities 

towards it. The IAEA can undoubtedly have an influence on the development of peaceful uses of 
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nuclear power by NNWS through the development of safeguards agreements with NNWS under 

Article III NPT.154 But can the Security Council have an influence on the non-proliferation 

elements in the exercise of its security functions? To admit this could be seen as allowing the 

NWS under the NPT (via their position as the P5 in the Security Council) to have an undue 

influence on the understanding of the obligations under the NPT. Security Council Resolution 

1887 on nuclear non-proliferation and nuclear disarmament, adopted unanimously in 

September 2009, shows, as the title suggests, an emphasis on both non-proliferation and 

disarmament. The only equivocation in this regard is that while the resolution potentially 

regards violation of the non-proliferation provisions as a threat to international peace and 

security (and subject to Security Council competence and presumably measures), the 

obligation to disarm on NWS is not such a matter, though the resolution does call upon states 

to negotiate in good faith under Article VI NPT. But this simply reflects the very nature of the 

inequality at the heart of the post-1945 international legal order, whereby the Great Powers 

(as NWS and as P5 members) are not subject to Security Council censure or measures. The 

resolution calls upon ‘all States Parties to the NPT to cooperate so that the 2010 NPT Review 

Conference can successfully strengthen the Treaty and set realistic and achievable goals in all 

the Treaty’s three pillars: non-proliferation, the peaceful uses of nuclear energy, and 

disarmament’.155 Thus the three pillars remain intact even when interpreted by the Security 

Council.  

Equal emphasis on the three pillars of the NPT is also found in the final document of the 2010 

NPT Review Conference,156 which witnessed a return to consensus under the influence of 

President Obama and in light of a new START agreement between the US and Russia. Thus, 

in 2009-2010 there was strong subsequent practice to support the continuation of the ‘grand 

bargain’ of the NPT, understood in a constitutional sense.  

While the NPT can thus be characterised as a constitutional treaty, the BWC and CWC are 

‘merely’ law-making treaties—though we still have to consider whether the presence of the 

OPCW makes a difference to the latter. The NPT is ‘elevated’ above the other arms control 

treaties for two reasons: first, the presence of the ‘grand bargain’ and, second, the fact that 

nuclear weapons are the most destructive and, paradoxically, are seen as the most legitimate of 

the WMD. This legitimacy is enhanced by the NPT itself,157 which, unlike the other treaties, 

does not prohibit the WMD in question but just limits their proliferation. Nuclear weapons are 

allowed, but only in the hands of the Great Powers, thereby recognising their central role in the 

international legal order.158 

The BWC is a law-making treaty establishing a universal prohibition on the possession of such 

weapons, but, because of the absence of institutional machinery, its implementation and its 
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development has stagnated—it is not a ‘living instrument’.159 This is not untypical of law-

making treaties agreed during the Cold War-era and can be contrasted with the CWC agreed in 

1993, which, as well as containing a clear ban on chemical weapons, constituted the OPCW. 

Undoubtedly, it is important to have a ban on biological weapons, but, in the absence of similar 

machinery, there is the obvious problem that non-proliferation depends solely on each state party 

accepting and implementing its obligations. Even under the later CWC, where there is oversight 

machinery, the lack of usage of the system that allows one state to challenge another160 suggests 

that states are not always willing to look behind the veil of pacta sunt servanda.161 However, 

dynamics are built into the CWC in other ways, with regular reviews of the operation of the 

convention by the conference of the parties, empowered ‘to take into account any relevant 

scientific and technological developments’.162 An Executive Council of the OPCW ensures the 

effective implementation of the CWC by, inter alia, supervising the Technical Secretariat.163 

This arm of the OPCW carries out inspections in states parties’ territories on the basis of 

agreement between the organisation and the state party,164 and in so doing is constantly 

interpreting the treaty. In addition, the treaty is kept up-to-date with changes in technology and 

scientific developments by any state party being allowed to propose amendments,165 including to 

the Annex on Chemicals (which lists toxic chemicals and precursors).166 Amendments, if 

accepted by the Executive Council, shall be made to the Annex if no state party objects. If there 

are objections the proposal shall be considered at the next session of the Conference of the 

Parties and a decision shall be taken as a matter of substance,167 which means by consensus if 

possible, if not by two-thirds majority.168 As can be seen there is a dynamism built into the 

CWC, which is largely state-led but also driven by technical expertise on the ground.  

 

5. Conclusion 

The notion of ‘living instrument’ has an intuitive appeal—as William Rehnquist once 

observed, only a necrophile would disagree that a living constitution is better than what must 

be its counterpart, a dead constitution.169 The ‘living instrument’ metaphor may not be a 
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completely accurate description for a legal instrument such as a treaty: it suggests that the 

treaty is alive when it is in fact the external social conditions that are changing. However, 

those changing conditions may act to breathe life into treaties through the understandings and 

interpretations of organs (political, (quasi-)judicial or technical) and states parties. Thus, it is 

true to say that a treaty may have a ‘living’ element: namely, some internal features that allow 

interpretive actors (be they states or organs created by the treaty) to legitimately contribute to 

a developing understanding of its provisions, often as a result of external stimuli. Social 

change triggers change in the treaty through the medium of interpretive agents.  

Thus, a treaty may indeed change in relation to changing social conditions and therefore 

justifiably be described as a ‘living instrument’. However, this is only possible if the 

following two elements are present: first, it is a predominantly constitutional or law-making, 

rather than contractual, treaty; second, it has an inbuilt dynamic for change in the form of a 

court, a quasi-judicial body, a political organ, a technical body (such as the OPCW or the 

IAEA) or a regular (and active) conference of the state parties. It is the understanding of this 

body as a collective in relation to changed social conditions (and not the social conditions per 

se) that is the determinative factor. Under classical international law only a ‘living instrument’ 

that is driven by the collective understandings of all the states parties could be seen as fully 

respecting the principle of consent. However, it is reasonable to conclude that, by agreeing to 

the establishment of a political organ of limited membership or one that adopts decisions by 

majority vote, states have accepted an erosion of their consent. This holds all the more true for 

a treaty that establishes a judicial or quasi-judicial organ, since the states parties have thereby 

accepted that the treaty will be developed by (quasi-)judicial interpretation.  

Treaties with courts or quasi-judicial bodies are likely to have more ‘life’ than treaties that 

rely on a review conference of the state parties. However, the latter will more accurately 

reflect the views of states as to changing social conditions, so that any slight change in 

understanding will not only be indicative of signs of ‘life’ within a treaty but will reflect a 

change in state behaviour, something that is not guaranteed by dynamic judicial interpretation. 

Dynamic judicial interpretation of a treaty is an attempt to influence state behaviour to 

conform to changing social conditions. Courts employ the ‘living instrument’ notion as a legal 

concept to lend support to an interpretation of the treaty that may deviate from the original 

understanding of the state parties. This explains why human rights treaties are frequently 

described as ‘living instruments’, while arms control treaties are not. However, the analysis in 

this chapter shows that, in fact, there are also signs of ‘life’ in, for example, the NPT. These 

signs of ‘life’ are indicative of profound understandings by states of the precarious bargain 

that prevents mutual nuclear destruction. Even the apparently infertile soil of arms control 

treaties allows for limited ‘life’.   

 

 


